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Gold Consolidation Approaching an End
One year ago the precious metals were at an extreme. Silver was $48 and gold was $1500. The silver/gold ratio
was at its highest level since the early 1980’s and had an RSI(14) reading of 90. Upside Exhaustion alerts were
occurring on the weekly gold chart and a “Trifecta alert” was being generated in Silver (upside exhaustion alerts on
daily, weekly and monthly charts).
Fast forward to April 2012. Silver is down 35%, the senior mining indices 25%, juniors 46% while gold is up 5%.
The relative strength of the mining shares to the gold bullion price is at extremes only seen five times in the past
one hundred years. This is clearly an attractive time to be accumulating positions.
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The weekly charts of the mining indices are producing the most oversold readings since November 2008. The first
week with a higher close would indicate that the downside momentum has come to an end. While there could be a
re-test of support as experienced in 2008, we’ll look for the 50-week exponential averages to provide the first
significant resistance.

Following the breakout of the descending triangle, Gold bullion has flirted four times with the 61.8% support
($1625) of the December through February rally. A close through $1690 on expanding volume would suggest that
a base is nicely in place.
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The pause in gold’s advance relative to most currencies since September is comparable with the three previous
consolidations that have been experienced since 2000.
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The Commitment of Traders data shows that the decline in open interest has taken both ‘net commercial short
positions’ and ‘net speculative long positions’ to the outer extremes of the channels of the past decade (red circles).
Such declines in positions were common prior to the resumption of the uptrend in 2001, 2005, 2006 and 2008.
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As always, look for the juniors to provide greater price action relative to the seniors.

The opinions in this report are solely those of the author. The information herein was obtained from various
sources; however we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This research report is prepared for general
circulation and is circulated for general information only. It does not have regard to the specific investment
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding
future prospects may not be realized.
Investors should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value
may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer to
buy or sell any securities or options or futures contracts. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect
the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned in this report. In addition, investors in
securities such as ADRs, whose values are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume
currency risk. Moreover, from time to time, members of the Institutional Advisors team may be long or short
positions discussed in our publications.
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